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reconcile the nation to the restored monarchy. After some
hesitation the Allies decided to hold a conference, as provided
for in the terms of the Quadruple Alliance (N39 d), to discuss
this matter and also certain other problems that had arisen.
§ 87. liberalism in germany.—The War of Liberation had
filled Germans with hopes for national unity under parlia-
mentary government, and their princes had promised to take
steps in this direction as soon as Napoleon had been crushed.
Metternich set himself to counteract this threat to his " absolu-
tist " aims. The Congress of Vienna had set up a new federal
constitution for Germany (N4i), and when the Diet of this
new Confederation met, he instructed the Austrian delegates to
hinder all activity. Thus, instead of being the organ of German
dnity it degenerated into a mere debating society, so dilatory its
methods that (to take a typical example) it spent twenty years
deciding in which of two places to build a fortress with the
money from the French indemnities—and in the end did not
build it at all.
The German liberals, thus balked of national unity, turned
the more eagerly to the development of constitutional rule in
the separate states. The Grand Duke of Weimar, the patron
of Goethe and Schiller, set up a parliament in 1816, and the
rulers of Bavaria, Wurttemberg and Baden followed his example.
But much depended on Prussia, by far the most powerful of
the states. When Napoleon escaped from Elba, Frederick
William III had hastily issued an ordinance promising a
representative system, but after Waterloo had removed the
danger he gradually fell back under the influence of ministers
who opposed all such concessions to " Jacobinism." The
Liberals—mostly professors and students and journalists—
kept up an enthusiastic agitation for their ideals, however; and
the young men formed a' Burschenschafi, and other students'
associations, in which nationalist ideals were associated with
comradeship and the cult of physical fitness. On the ter-
centenary of Luther's Burning of the Bull they held a festival

